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Unit 1 
Page 4  

A 1. lamp 4. coal	 7. changing
 2. helmet 5. tunnel  room

 3. mine 6. sports field  

Page 5  

C 1.  T. The National Coal Mining Museum in 
Yorkshire, England offers an underground tour. 
You go down 137 metres into the mine.

 2. T. All the guides worked in mines in the past.
 3. F. Above ground, you go to the museum.
 4.  F. It was built as a new home for Welsh rugby 

and football matches.
 5.  T. You go to the Royal Box and enjoy a 

spectacular view of the stadium.

D 1. shallow 4. dangerous
 2. light 5. narrow
 3. slow

E 1. dangerous 4. deep
 2. heavy 5. safe
 3. Slow

Page 6

Grammar

A 1. aren’t going 4. read	 7. don’t believe
 2. are working 5. Do ... want 8. is talking
 3. want 6. is doing  

B 1.  Dan is sleeping on the floor. People don’t sleep 
on the floor, they sleep in beds.

 2.  Mum is washing dishes in the bath. People 
don’t wash dishes in the bath, they wash them 
in the sink.

 3.  Liz and Hazel are playing basketball in the 
room. People don’t play basketball in the room, 
they play it in a basketball court.

 4.  Dad is sweeping the bed with a broom. People 
don’t sweep the bed with a broom, they sweep 
the floor with a broom.

C 1. Are you staying at home today? 
 2.  Do you like going to the beach?

 3.  Do you and your friends usually do sport in 
the summer?

 4.  Is your family planning a holiday at the 
moment?

 5. Do tourists sometimes visit your town or city?

  Answers will vary

Page 7  

D 1. strange 4. beautiful
 2. creative 5. excitedly
 3. slowly 6. wonderful

E 1. dangerous 5. happily
 2. carefully 6. regular
 3. slowly 7. cheaply
 4. fast

F 1. slowly 5. regularly
 2. carefully 6. fast
 3. dangerous 7. happy
 4. cheaply

Page 8

Listening

	 Karen:  Good afternoon. Welcome to our weekly 
radio programme Unusual holidays. 
Today, we are talking to Jeremy. Jeremy 
climbed the Old Man of Stoer – a famous 
rock. He is here to tell us about it. Good 
afternoon, Jeremy.

 Jeremy: Good afternoon, Karen. 
 Karen:  Tell me, Jeremy. Did you enjoy climbing 

such a dangerous rock?
 Jeremy:  To be honest, no. I was really scared. I 

had no experience. I felt I was climbing a 
wall – only much higher and with the sea 
below me. 

 Karen:  OK. Let’s start from the beginning.  
Where is the rock?

 Jeremy:  In Scotland. The Old Man of Stoer is a 
very famous rock. It’s 65 metres tall  
and it’s in the middle of the sea. 

 Karen:  65 metres! That’s tall!  Did you go alone?
 Jeremy:  No, I had a guide, Paul. He’s an expert 

climber and he’s as tough and strong as 
Superman. I was tied to Paul with a rope 
and he went first.

 Karen:  I see. He was in front of you and could 
>>>
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help you. Tell us, how was the climb?
 Jeremy:  Surprisingly, the first part of the climb 

was very easy because there were many 
places to put my feet. 

 Karen: When did it get difficult?
 Jeremy:  Near the top. There wasn’t anywhere to 

put my feet and at one point I fell.
 Karen: Did you fall all the way to the sea?
 Jeremy:  No. Paul saved me. He held onto the  

rope and pulled me up. So, in the end, I 
made it!

 Karen:  Have you got any recommendations for 
new rock climbers?

 Jeremy:  First, learn to climb on indoor walls. Do  
a few easier climbs before you try  
the hard climbs. 

 Karen: Thank you, Jeremy.

A 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. F 5. F

Dialogue

A 1. I love 4. do you like
 2. I don’t enjoy 5. My favourite
 3. I prefer

Dictation

A 1. fast 5. deep 8. shallow
 2. heavy 6. dangerous 9. narrow
 3. wide 7. coal 10. helmet
 4. tunnel

B 1. dangerous 4. heavy
 2. shallow 5. fast
 3. narrow

Page 9

Writing
 Quick Check

	  Do you like whales? My brother Samuel works 
on a boat in Scotland. He takes tourists out to 
see the whales. Sometimes my dad and I go with 
him. It’s amazing!

B Answers will vary.

Page 10

Time Out
 1. dangerous 5. narrow
 2. deep 6. wide
 3. safe 7. light
 4. shallow 8. heavy

Page 11

Test Yourself

Vocabulary

A 1. changing room 4. lamp
 2. sports field 5. mine
 3. helmet

B 1. helmet 4. sports field
 2. lamp 5. changing room
 3. mine

C 1. narrow 5. safe 8. shallow
 2. deep 6. heavy 9. slow
 3. dangerous 7. fast 10. wide
 4. light

Grammar

A 1. goes 4. Do the boys ride
 2. doesn’t rain 5. aren’t visiting
 3. is playing

B 1. loves 4. Is ... stopping
 2. Do ... know 5. travel
 3. am not enjoying

C 1. slowly 4. quickly
 2. beautiful 5. busy
 3. excitedly

Unit 2
Page 12

A 1. foggy, cool 4. wet, cold
 2. windy, warm 5. stormy, cloudy
 3. sunny, hot

Page 13

C 1. F 2. T 3. T 4. F 5. T 6. F

D

E 1. snowstorm 5. lightning
 2. hurricane 6. heatwave
 3. thunder 7. flood
 4. drought

l ightningf loodhurr icanedrought

heatwavesnowstormthunder
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 They used to live in igloos.
 They used to ride dog sleds.
 They didn’t use to watch television.
 They didn’t use to ride snowmobiles.

Page 16

Listening

 Guide:  Welcome to the island of Greenland.  
Today, we are going to visit Eric the Red’s 
farm. He came to Greenland in the year 
982.

 Tourist: Why did people call him Eric the Red?
 Guide: Because he had red hair.  
 Tourist:  Oh, that makes sense. I thought that  

there was ice everywhere in Greenland.  
It's so green here in the south. Is that  
why it’s called Greenland?

 Guide:  Well, some experts say that in the tenth 
century it was warmer and very green 
here. There weren’t very many people 
living in Greenland then. Eric was lonely 
and he wanted to bring more people to 
the island. He told people in Iceland that 
the island was called Greenland to attract 
more people.

 Tourist: Did it work?
 Guide:  Yes, many people from Iceland came 

here and they stayed. Later, the weather 
changed and ice and snow covered all of 
Greenland. Now the weather is changing 
again because of global warming. The 
summer is warmer, there’s less ice and it’s 
green again.    

 Tourist:  How did people survive when there was 
ice everywhere?

 Guide:  Well, they caught seals, sea birds and 
polar bears. Seals and polar bears have  
got a lot of fat and people used this fat 
for heat and light. They also used polar 
bear fur to make warm blankets and 
coats. 

 Tourist: Do people still kill these animals?
 Guide:  Today, there are laws to protect the polar 

bears. Maybe you will be lucky and we’ll 
see one today. Now, let’s leave the boat 
here and walk to Eric the Red’s farm. 

Page 14

Grammar

A 1. broke 4. went 7. heard
 2. caught 5. left 8. wore
 3. found 6. cried

B 1. Did ... go 3. flew 5. saw
 2. Did ... take 4. decided

C 1. Was .. wearing 4. Were ... riding
 2. Was ... taking 5. Was ... eating
 3. Were ... staying 

D 1. Yes, she was. She was wearing a warm jacket.
 2.  No, he wasn’t. He was taking a photo of a 

polar bear.
 3. No, they weren’t. They were staying in a tent.
 4. No, they weren’t. They were riding in a dog sled.
 5.  Yes, she was. She was eating a healthy 

sandwich.

Page 15

E 1. had 4. started
 2. was staying 5. landed
 3. were flying

F 1. wasn’t shining 4. took
 2. saw 5. wasn’t snowing
 3. were walking

G 1. Was ... raining 4. Were ... working
 2. were ... doing 5. did ... go
 3. Did ... fly

H 1. Answers will vary.

I 1. used to live 4. used to enjoy
 2. used to visit 5. Did ... use to play
 3. didn’t use to like

J Possible answers
 Children didn’t use to study in schools.
 They used to wear fur coats.
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A 1. a 2. b 3. a 4. b 5. a

Dialogue

A 1. I hate 4. It would be fun
 2. I like 5. I don’t agree
 3. In my opinion

Dictation

A 1. sunny 5. drought 8. stormy
 2. flood 6. lightning  9. cool
 3. warm 7. cloudy 10. hot
 4. cold

B 1. sunny, cloudy 3. warm, cool
 2. flood, drought 4. cold, hot

Page 17

Writing

 Quick Check

 1.  It was very cold in Paris yesterday. / Yesterday, 
it was very cold in Paris.

 2. We weren’t sleeping at ten o’clock.
 3. My father used to swim very fast.

B Answers will vary.

Page 18

Time Out

Page 19

Test Yourself

Vocabulary

Grammar

A 1. went 3. didn’t want
 2. began 4. Did ... take

B 1. were sleeping 3. weren’t sailing
 2. was climbing 4. Was ... driving

C 1. was skiing 3. fell
 2. were playing

D 1. didn’t use to like 3. Did ... use to kill
 2. used to travel 4. didn’t use to protect

Unit 3
Page 20

A 1. stars 4. spaceship 7. planet
 2. solar system 5. meteor  8. moon
 3. Gravity 6. Earth

Page 21

C 1. It’s going to go 16 kilometres into the sky.
 2.  The spaceship is going to fly 110 kilometres 

high.
 3.  It will cost $200,000.
 4. There are to be six passengers.
 5.  The flight will be about 2.5 hours.
 6. More than 300 people have registered.

D 1. l 5. c 9. h
 2. a 6. k 10. e
 3. j 7. i 11. f
 4. b 8. g 12. d
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Page 22

Grammar

A 1. will be 3. will fly 5. won’t wash
 2. won’t drive 4. won’t cook 6. will do

B 1. What will Linda be?
 2. Where will Jill work?
 3. What will Bob build?
 4. Where will Mark live?
 5. Where will Mike travel?

C 1. Linda will be a judge.
 2. Jill will work in a hospital.
 3. Bob will build a house.
 4. Mark will live in Paris.
 5. Mike will travel in space.

D 1. am going to fly 6. is going to visit
 2. am not going to go 7. am going to watch
 3. is going to meet 8. aren’t going to sleep
 4. are going to take 9. are going to stay
 5. are going to tour

Page 23

E 1. They are going to go to Miami.
 2. They are going to leave at 9.15.
 3.  Jane is going to take photos / go snorkelling / 

sunbathe / go swimming.
 4.  Lynn is going to read a space book / 

magazine.
 5. They are going to wear swimsuits.

F 1.  Is their trip going to start in August? No, their 
trip is going to start in July.

 2.  Are Jane and Lynn going to travel by train? 
No, they are going to travel by bus.

 3.  Who is going to take photos? Jane is going to 
take photos.

 4.  Who is going to listen to music? Lynn is going 
to listen to music.

 5.  Are the girls going to be in the sun? Yes, they 
are going to be in the sun.

G 1. Are you watching TV tomorrow night?
 2. Are your parents working tomorrow?
 3.  What is your mother cooking on Sunday 

evening?
 4. Where are your friends going on Saturday?
 5. What are you doing tomorrow?
 6. When are you returning to school?

H Answers will vary.

Page 24

Listening

 Marion: Hi, Shannon.
 Shannon: Oh, hi, Marion. What’s new?
 Marion:  My brother has got a birthday next 

week and I want to get him something 
special. Have you got any ideas?

 Shannon: Well, what does he like?
 Marion:  He’s very interested in astronomy. He’s 

got a telescope and he loves looking at 
the stars with it.

 Shannon:  Well, I read on the Internet that you  
can buy a star.

 Marion: Buy a star?!
 Shannon:  Well, you can’t exactly buy a star. But 

you can name a star after someone.
 Marion:  That sounds interesting. How do you 

name a star?
 Shannon:  You have to go on the Internet and 

find a company that names stars. The 
company will choose a star for you. It 
will be a star that has got a number  
but not a real name. Did you know  
that there are more than 18 million 
stars?

 Marion: No, I didn’t.
 Shannon: What do you think of my idea?
 Marion: I’m not sure my brother will like it.
 Shannon:  Why not? Madonna has got a star 

named after her.  
 Marion:  Really? But does the star belong to her?
 Shannon:  No, not really. But that’s not important. 

Your brother will be so happy with 
his unusual present. And he’ll have a 
certificate to put on his wall. Imagine 
having a star in your name!

 Marion: Mmm … I’ll have to think about that.

A 1. T 2. F 3. F 4. T 5. T

Dialogue

A 1. What will you do
 2. to university
 3. I will study
 4. I think you’ll be
 5. What about you

� 



Dictation

A 1. pilot 3 6. astronaut 3
 2. lawyer 3 7. flight attendant 3
 3. solar system  8. moon
 4. nurse 3 9. surgeon
 5. Earth  10. spaceship 3

B 1. pilot, astronaut, flight attendant
 2. nurse, surgeon

Page 25

Writing

 Quick Check
 1. They 2. It 3. She 4. He

B  Answers will vary.

Page 26

Time Out
 1. Cindy will be a scientist.
 2. Mark will be an astronaut.
 3. Nathan will be a pilot.
 4. Tim will be a director.
 5. Brian will be a surgeon.
 6. Sharon will be an author.

Page 27

Test Yourself

Vocabulary

A 1. director 5. nurse
 2. astronaut 6. actor
 3. scientist 7. judge
 4. surgeon 8. pilot

B 1. travel agent 4. spaceship
 2. author 5. Earth
 3. Lawyers 6. solar system

Grammar

A 1. Will … travel 4. will stay
 2. will go 5. won’t live
 3. won’t cost

B 1. are going to travel 4. Is … going to take
 2. aren’t going to drive 5. Are … going to buy 
 3. are going to fly

C 1. Are you watching the space film next week?

 2. The film is beginning in an hour.
 3.  The spaceship is returning to Earth in two days.
 4. My mother isn’t coming with us tomorrow.
 5. Are they meeting the astronauts on Monday?

Unit 4
Page 28

A 1. airport 5. queue
 2. wings 6. road
 3. traffic 7. parachute
 4. engine

Page 29

C 1. d 2. c 3. f 4. a 5. e 6. b

D 1. get on 4. take off 7. depart
 2. miss 5. get off 8. arrive
 3. delay 6. catch 9. land

Page 30

Grammar

A 1. have just seen 5. has already spent
 2. have wanted 6. have helped
 3. have spoken 7. has shown
 4. has flown 8. have asked

B 1. for 3. never 5. since
 2. always 4. just

C 1. has taken off 4. haven’t eaten
 2. hasn’t won 5. has hit
 3. have landed 6. haven’t caught

Page 31

D 1. Has the plane landed yet?
 2.  Have the flight attendants closed the plane’s 

door?
 3. Has the pilot got off the plane yet?
 4.  Have the workers taken the suitcases off the 

plane?
 5. Have the passengers got on the bus yet?

E 1. Yes, it has. 4. Yes, they have.
 2. No, they haven’t. 5. No, they haven’t.
 3. No, he hasn’t.

F 1. has just opened 4. won
 2. have come 5. hasn’t chosen
 3. brought

� 



G  Answers will vary.

Page 32

Listening

	 Assistant:  Good morning. Thompson’s Hot Air 
Balloons. Can I help you? 

 Richard:  Well, yes. I hope so. I have wanted 
to fly in a hot air balloon since I was 
a small child but I have always been 
afraid. Can I ask you some questions? 

 Assistant: Sure. What do you want to know?
 Richard: How high does the balloon fly? 
 Assistant:  Our balloons usually fly up to 120 

metres. But some air balloons have 
flown 21,000 metres.

 Richard:  Wow! 21,000 metres. That’s high! But 
your balloons don’t fly that high. Are 
the rides safe?

 Assistant:  Yes, our rides are safe. Our pilots were 
specially trained to fly hot air balloons 
and have got safety equipment with 
them.

 Richard:  Oh. That’s good. How long will I be in 
the air?

 Assistant:  Most balloon flights last about an 
hour. We don’t usually offer flights for 
less than an hour.

 Richard: Is there any place to sit in the basket? 
 Assistant:  No, there isn’t. We haven’t got any 

chairs in the basket so you must stand 
next to the other passengers.

 Richard:  Oh, I won’t be alone. How many 
people does the hot air balloon carry?

 Assistant:  Our smallest balloon takes between 
four to six people. The biggest 
balloons take 18 people.

 Richard:  18, that is a lot. Where do the 
balloons go? I want to fly over my 
house.

 Assistant:  I’m sorry but the wind decides where 
we will fly.  

 Richard:  Oh, I see. And how much does a flight 
cost?

 Assistant: Our cheapest flights cost 150 euros.
 Richard:  Wow! That’s a lot of money. I guess I’ll 

continue to dream about flying.  

A 1. a 2. a 3. b 4. b 5. b

Dialogue

A 1. I’ve decided to
 2. I’ve always wanted to
 3. getting there

Dictation

A 1. airport 5. miss 8. take off
 2. delay 6. parachute 9. traffic
 3. engine 7. queue 10. wings
 4. land

B a. 7 c. 4 e. 3 g. 8 i. 6
 b. 10 d. 9 f. 2 h. 1 j. 5

Page 33

Writing
Quick Check

	 a.  3             b.  2             c.  4             d.  1

B  Answers will vary.

Page 34

Time Out
 1. Flight 201 has just landed.
 2. Flight 345 has taken off.
 3. Flight 786 has arrived.
 4. Flight 912 hasn’t departed.
 5. Mr Jones has caught his flight.
 6. Mr Smith has got off the plane.

Flight 345

Flight 912

Mr Jones

Flight 201

Mr smith

Flight 786

4. taking a train
5. by ship
6. How long

10 



Page 35

Test Yourself

Vocabulary

B 1. catch 2. miss 3. take off 4. delay

Grammar

A 1. My mother has already planned everything.
 2. I have never met a pilot before.
 3. They haven’t bought their plane tickets yet.
 4. Have you ever seen a man with wings?
 5. Mr Peterson hasn’t driven a lorry since 1999.

B 1. for 3. yet 5. ever
 2. haven’t eaten 4. left

C 1. Did ... eat 4. didn’t send
 2. haven’t slept 5. Has … landed
 3. have … missed

Unit 5

Page 36

A 1. afraid 3. delighted 5. annoyed
 2. exhausted 4. concerned 6. relaxed

Page 37

C 1. Because the weather is often very hot.
 2. It can put on your favourite music.
 3. It will change the colour of its lights.
 4.  It turns on yellow lights in the shape of a 

smile and moves its antenna like a dog’s tail.
 5. The car company isn’t selling them yet.

D 1. c 2. d 3. f 4. e 5. a 6. b

Page 38

Grammar

A 1. wear 3. changes 5. feel
 2. want 4. will become
 Answers will vary.

B 1. spend 3. will be 5. will walk
 2. don’t drive 4. won’t have

C 1.  they can limit the maximum speed of their car.
 2. the audio system won’t play loud music.
 3. drivers forget to put on their seatbelts.
 4. this key will come with it.
 5. they will drive more safely.

Page 39

D 1. b 2. b 3. a 4. b 5. a

E 1. didn’t drive; would be
 2. was; would feel
 3. felt; would have
 4. had; would ride
 5. rode; wouldn’t need

F 1.  If Mr Jones bought a new car, he wouldn’t 
have any money in the bank.

 2.  If they didn’t buy a new car, the Joneses 
would go to Paris.

 3.  If they spent all their money, Mrs Jones would 
feel concerned.

 4.  If they needed money, their son would work 
at a restaurant.

G Answers will vary.

Page 40

Listening 

 Joe:  Good afternoon. This is Joe at WBEZ 
radio in Chicago. Today, I am talking 

>>>
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Page 41

Writing

 Quick Check
 1. but 2. because 3. or

B Answers will vary.

Page 42

Time Out
 1.  Lisa will be annoyed if her dog doesn’t win 

the prize. If her dog wins the prize, she will 
be proud of him.

 2.  Lisa will be exhausted if she runs a marathon. 
If she watches the marathon, she will be 
relaxed.

 3.  Lisa will be delighted if she gets a new 
necklace. If her friend gets a new necklace, 
she will be jealous.

 4.  Lisa will be cheerful if she has friends at 
home. If she is alone, she will be lonely.

Page 43

Test Yourself

Vocabulary

A 1. frightened 6. tired
 2. jealous 7. calm
 3. embarrassed 8. worried
 4. frustrated 9. proud
 5. lonely 10. cheerful

B 1. delighted 3. exhausted 5. relaxed
 2. annoyed 4. afraid

Grammar

A 1. stops 3. don’t come
 2. won’t be 4. will get

B 1. will stay 2. buy 3. won’t be

C 1. would study 3. would buy
 2. knew 4. didn’t stay

D 1. would buy 3. would help
 2. didn’t have 4. drove

with Susan from Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving. Welcome Susan.

 Susan: Thank you for inviting me.
 Joe:  I understand that your organisation is 

helping to change laws in the USA about 
drunk drivers. Tell us about it.

 Susan:   Well, Joe, I’m very proud to say that most 
state governments are helping us in our 
fight against drunk driving.

 Joe: Really? That’s great. What are they doing?
 Susan:  Today, in most states, if a person is caught 

driving drunk, he will have to put an 
interlock device in his car.  

 Joe: An interlock device? What’s that?
 Susan:  An interlock device checks a person’s 

breath. If a driver has got alcohol in his 
body, the car won’t start.

 Joe:  That’s amazing! People won’t drive drunk 
if they’ve got interlock devices in their cars.

 Susan:   That’s right. We want to have these  
devices put in all cars. If everyone had an 
interlock device, there wouldn’t be many 
car accidents.  

 Joe:  That’s a great idea. Good luck to you and 
to Mothers Against Drunk Driving. And 
thank you for joining us today, Susan. 
Imagine, if people don’t drink and drive, 
we will all feel much safer on the roads.

A 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. T

Dialogue

A 1. What’s the matter 4. How about
 2. I think 5. Maybe you should
 3. If I were you

Dictation

A 1. jealous 6. embarrassed
 2. delighted 7. frustrated
 3. relaxed 8. frightened
 4. cheerful 9. calm
 5. worried 10. proud

B Bad	Feelings Good	Feelings

jealous

worried

embarrassed

frustrated

frightened

delighted

relaxed

cheerful

calm

proud
12 



D 1. c.  Can 4. a.  must
 2. d.  Should  5. b.  mustn’t
 3. e.  could 

E 1. should 5. shouldn’t
 2. can’t / may not / musn’t  6. can
 3. should / must 7. mustn’t
 4. can

F Answers will vary.

Page 48

Listening

 Interviewer:  Good afternoon to all our listeners. 
Today, we’ve got David Hunter here 
with us. David is a rescue worker. Hi, 
David. Tell me, why did you decide  
to become a rescue worker?

 David:  Well, I like to help people. People 
often get into dangerous situations. 

 Interviewer:  What type of situations? Can you 
give me some examples?

 David:  Sometimes there is a hurricane or a 
snowstorm and people need help. 
Sometimes, people think they can do 
things that they can’t. For example, 
they go on hiking trips and get lost  
or get caught in a flood.

 Interviewer:  I see. How do you become a rescue 
worker?

 David:  First, you have to study map 
reading. Then, you must learn rescue 
techniques. 

 Interviewer:  Can you tell us about one of your 
rescue experiences?

 David:  Well, last week I rescued four friends. 
They got lost in the middle of a flood. 
They were driving in their car when a 
big flood came. The water pushed  
the car off the road. The water was  
as high as the car, so it was difficult 
to find them. But we found them  
and they survived.

 Interviewer:  Wow! That’s fantastic. What is the 
hardest part of the job?

 David:  I think the hardest thing is that you 
have to do things very quickly. 

Unit 6
Page 44

A

  You can see many animals when you go 
camping in the forest.

Page 45

C 1. The camp is two weeks.
 2.  making fire; building a shelter; finding water; 

finding food.
 3. They learn to purify water.
 4.  They learn how to read maps, use a compass 

and find paths.
 5. Adventurous teens should try this camp.

D 1. jungle 6. field
 2. cliff 7. stream
 3. valley 8. rock
 4. waterfall 9. cave
 5. hill 10. forest

Page 46

Grammar

A 1. You shouldn’t pick wild flowers.
 2. You shouldn’t feed wild animals.
 3. You should throw rubbish in the rubbish bin.
 4. He should drive his car on the road.
 5. They shouldn’t go into the forest alone.

B 1. have to 5. have to
 2. can 6. can
 3. don’t have to 7. have to
 4. can’t 8. can
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C 1. may not 3. might not
 2. May 4. may

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

c h a l l e n g e

w i l d e r n e s s

w i l d l i f e

c o m p a s

p a t h

s u r v i v a l

s h e l t e r

s

>>>
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 Interviewer:  Well, you certainly are doing 
something important. Thank you, 
David.

A 1. F 2. T 3. T 4. F 5. T

Dialogue

A 1. You shouldn’t worry
 2. all night
 3. You have to help me
 4. I can

Dictation

A 1. jungle 6. stream
 2. field 7. waterfall
 3. cliff 8. cave
 4. hill 9. rock
 5. valley 10. forest

B 1. stream, waterfall
 2. jungle, forest
 3. cliff, hill
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Writing

 Quick Check
 a. 2 Then b. 3 Finally c. 1 First

B Answers will vary
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Time Out

A 1. Jane 3. Bob 5. Nancy
 2. Jill 4. Mike 6. Ken
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Test Yourself

Vocabulary
 1. caves 6. shelter
 2. cliff 7. rocks
 3. path 8. stream
 4. compass 9. wilderness
 5. forest 10. field

Grammar

A 1. can’t; must 4. mustn’t; might
 2. mustn’t; might 5. shouldn’t; might not
 3. may; should

B 1. Can 3. can’t 5. may
 2. don’t have to 4. couldn’t

C 1. b 2. c 3. c 4. a 5. c

Unit 7

Page 52

A 1. tower 5. bakery
 2. theatre 6. castle
 3. pub 7. underground station
 4. car park 8. church
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C 1. b 2. d 3. e 4. c 5. a

D 1. arrest 4. explore
 2. burn 5. steal
 3. haunt

 1. b 2. a 3. d 4. e 5. c

E 1. suspect 4. appear
 2. warn 5. kill
 3. search
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Grammar

A 1. are given 5. are sold
 2. are offered 6. is found
 3. are displayed 7. is reached
 4. is guarded

B 1. are found 4. aren’t eaten
 2. are taken 5. is sold
 3. is reserved

C 1.  Are tourists met at the underground station?
 2. Is a ghost seen at the bakery?
 3.  Are tourists given a tour of the Adelphi 

Theatre?
 4. Is dinner served at 8 o’clock?
 5. Is a show performed in the evening?

D 1.  Yes, they are. They are met at the 
underground station at 2 o’clock.

 2.  No, it isn’t. It is seen at Covent Garden station 
at 3 o’clock.

 3.  Yes, they are. They are given a tour of the 
Adelphi Theatre at 4 o’clock.

1� 



 4. No, it isn’t. Dinner is served at 6 o’clock.
 5. Yes, it is. A show is performed at 8 o’clock.
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E 1. was married 6. was constructed
 2. were killed 7. were added
 3. was put 8. was spent
 4. was told 9. Was … haunted
 5. was visited

F 1. was taken 4. was smelled / smelt
 2. was built 5. was seen
 3. was planned

G 1. The floor was swept.
 2. The beds were made.
 3. The rubbish was taken out.
 4. The food was eaten.
 5. The dishes were washed.
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Listening

 Les: Hey Carl. Where are we staying tonight? 
 Carl:  We’re going to sleep right here, in Glamis 

castle. 
 Les:  Really? That’s great! I’ve always wanted to 

stay in a castle.
 Carl: I hope we don’t see any ghosts!
 Les: Why? Is the castle haunted?
 Carl:  Well, people say there’s a ghost of a lady. She 

wears a white scarf around her neck and she 
hasn’t got any eyes.

 Les: What happened to her eyes?
 Carl:  A thief came to the castle. He wanted to kill 

her but he was convinced to let her live. Her 
jewellery was stolen and her eyes were cut 
out, so she couldn’t identify him.  

 Les:  That’s terrible! When is her ghost usually 
seen?

 Carl:  At midnight. But don’t worry. She only  
haunts the castle when it’s a full moon.

 Les: That’s lucky! Where is our room?
 Carl: Follow me. We’re sleeping in the tower. 
 Les:  Oh, there are a lot of stairs. When will we 

reach the tower?
 Carl:  We’ll be there soon. Come on! Here we are.
 Les:  Oh! This room’s really scary! The furniture is 

so old! 

 Carl:  Don’t worry, Les. Now, let’s try to get a 
good night’s sleep. We’re leaving early in the 
morning to explore the forest and the lake. 

 Les:  Hey, Carl. Look out of the window! There’s a 
full moon!

A 1. the castle
 2. eyes
 3. jewels
 4. when there’s a full moon
 5. the tower
 6. the forest and the lake

Dialogue

A 1. Would you like to come
 2. When is it
 3. I’ll be there
 4. don’t forget
 5. that’s a good idea

Dictation

A 1. bakery 6. castle
 2. kill 7. pub
 3. steal 8. warn
 4. theatre 9. tower
 5. suspect 10. search

B 1. i 5. h 8. j
 2. a 6. e 9. c
 3. b 7. d 10. f
 4. g
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Writing

 Quick Check
 1. doesn’t want 2. was haunted 3. are living

B Answers will vary.
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Time Out
 1.  The car was stolen from the car park.
 2. The tower was haunted.
 3.  The woman was arrested at the underground 

station.
 4. The bread was burned / burnt at the bakery
 5. The theatre was searched. 

>>>
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Test Yourself

Vocabulary

Grammar

A 1. is cleaned 4. was caught
 2. are sold  5. were given
 3. are often seen

B 1. Eggs are usually eaten in the morning.
 2. Is French spoken in Morocco?
 3. Potatoes aren’t served with the fish.
 4. Music is taught at our school.
 5. Are the cakes baked every day?

C 1. Was ... arrested 4. Were ... taken
 2. was built 5. wasn’t stolen
 3. were written

Unit 8

Page 60

A 1. waterskiing 6. mountain climbing
 2. trekking 7. cycling
 3. sightseeing 8. camping
 4. diving 9. surfing
 5. sailing 10. sunbathing
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C 1. 2 2. 3 3. 3 4. 2 5. 1 6. 1

D 1. boarding card 4. cabin
 2. reception desk  5. passengers
 3. crew member 6. captain

Page 62

Grammar 

A 1. c  he was very happy to have us on his ship.
 2. d  we were sailing to the Cayman Islands.
 3. e  that ship had three pools.
 4. b  we would be at sea for five days.
 5. a  we had to come to meals on time.

B 1. would 4. enjoyed
 2. had to  5. was cleaning
 3. didn’t want

C 1. the ship was very nice.
 2. he wasn’t feeling well.
 3. their cabins were too small.
 4. he wouldn’t go on a cruise again.
 5. they loved the swimming pool.
 6. she couldn’t send a postcard to her friend.
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D 1. there
 2. then
 3. that
 4. the next day / the following day
 5. that night

E 1. she lived in Barcelona.
 2.  she was working in a Chinese restaurant 

then.
 3.  she couldn’t swim, but she was ready to 

learn.
 4. she liked working with people.
 5.  she could start work the next week / the 

following week, but she had to tell the 
Chinese restaurant first.

F  Jody said that she was having an amazing time. 
Some dophins were swimming near the ship 
then. She could see their eyes.

  She said that the ship was huge. It had three 
swimming pools, a tennis court, a bowling 
alley and four restaurants.

  She said that she slept in a cabin with another 
girl. She came from Japan but she spoke 
English.

  She said that they would be home the next 
week / the following week, on Thursday. She 
said she had to go because it was time for 
lunch.
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Listening

 Mum:  Bill, your father and I thought it would 
be fun for the family to go on a cruise 
this summer.

 Bill: But cruises are boring.
 Mum: Who told you that?
 Bill:  My friend Tom. He was bored and he got 

ill when his family was on a cruise.
 Mum:  Well, I’m talking about The Freedom of  

the Seas. It’s an enormous ship. I’m sure 
you won’t be bored. I spoke to some of  
my friends. They were on it last year. They 
said that there were a lot of fun things to 
do on the ship. It’s got a shopping centre, 
a spa, a fitness centre, a skating rink, a 
rock-climbing wall ...

 Bill:  Wow! Are you telling me that there’s a 
rock-climbing wall on the ship?

 Mum: Yes ... and it’s four and a half metres high.
 Bill:  That sounds fun but ... I don’t know ... I 

want to climb mountains. You can’t do 
that on a cruise.

 Mum:  Yes, you can. One of the cruises that I  
read about stops at Ocho Rios, in Jamaica. 
You can climb the famous Dunn’s River 
Falls there. Or you can climb more than 
600 metres up Murray Hill. You can also 
take a mountain bike ride and see the 
beautiful scenery of Jamaica.  

 Bill: I can do all that on one cruise?
 Mum: Yes ... and a lot more.
 Bill:  OK. Let’s go on the Freedom of the 

Seas. 

A 1. F 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. T

Dialogue

A 1. Where should we go?
 2. How about
 3. it was fantastic
 4. in her opinion
 5. He thought that

Dictation

A 1. trekking 6. passengers
 2. diving 7. waterskiing
 3. captain 8. mountain climbing
 4. sailing 9. reception desk
 5. cabin 10. camping

B

Page 65

Writing

 Quick Check

 1. Are you taking your passport? 
 2. There aren’t any babies on the cruise.
 3. Are you going to wear a swimsuit?

B Answers will vary.
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Time Out

A 1. F 3. F 5. F 7. F
 2. T 4. F 6. T 8. T

 1. Mark wasn’t sightseeing. He was diving.
 2.  Tim wasn’t trekking. He was surfing. 
 3.  Linda wasn’t sunbathing. She was sailing. / 

Linda wasn’t sunbathing. Helen was.
 4.  Helen wasn’t surfing. She was sunbathing. / 

Helen wasn’t surfing. Tim was.
 5.  Dean wasn’t diving. He was mountain 

climbing. / Dean wasn’t diving. Mark was.

Water		
activities

Land		
activities

Places	on		
a	ship People

diving

sailing

waterskiing

trekking

mountain climbing

camping

cabin

reception desk

captain

passengers
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Test Yourself

Vocabulary

A 1. c 2. d 3. e 4. b 5. a

B 1. sunbathing 4. diving
 2. surfing 5. cycling
 3. sailing

Grammar

A 1. was watching 3. had to wear
 2. would bring 4. didn’t often go

B 1. there 4. the following day
 2. that 5. the following week
 3. then

C 1. she was in Greece that day
 2. it was beautiful there
 3.  they were sailing around the Greek Islands 

then
 4. they had to return to the ship that evening
 5. they usually had dinner on the ship
 6.  she would have fun the following day / next 

day

Unit 9
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A

 1. skeleton 4. sewer
 2. waste 5. carts
 3. disease 6. Machinery
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C 1. waste flowed through the streets
 2. Napoleon Bonaparte
 3. a map of the sewers
 4. a skeleton
 5. carts
 6. sand and solid waste from the water.

D 1. face 4. arm 7. brain 10. stomach
 2. neck 5. leg 8. muscle 11. bone
 3. shoulder 6. knee 9. heart
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Grammar

A 1. who 4. that
 2. where 5. which
 3. which

B Les Misérables

  �Les Misérables is a book which was written by 
Victor Hugo. The book became a famous musical 
which people have seen in many countries. 
It tells the story of a man who is called Jean 
Valjean. Jean Valjean is a criminal who becomes 
a good man. Valjean hides from the police in a 
sewer where no one can find him. Six years later, 
Valjean appears in another town.

C 1. c which 4. a who
 2. e who 5. b which / that
 3. d where 6. f where
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D 1. where 4. which
 2. who 5. who
 3. which 6. where

E  My trip to Paris was a holiday which I will never 
forget. I met a boy who lived in Paris. He showed 
me the house where his grandmother lived. We 
went to places that most tourists don’t visit. We 
toured the sewers which were built under the city.

F 1. that 3. that  5. which
 2. who 4. where

 Answers will vary.
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Listening

 Jane: Hi Mark. It’s Jane. How are you?
 Mark: I’m fine. How are you?
 Jane:  Great. My parents are taking my brothers  

and I to Asterix Park in Paris next week.  
Weren’t you there last summer?

 Mark:  Yes, I was and I had a great time. You’ll  
love it.

 Jane:  That’s good to hear. I wanted to go to 
Disneyland Paris, but my parents decided to 
take us to Asterix Park.  >>>

m
a c h i n e r y d i s e a s e s e w e rs k e l e t o n w a s t e c a r t s
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 Mark:  If you like exciting rides, you’ll prefer  
Asterix Park to Disneyland Paris. I’ve been  
to both parks. I thought that Asterix Park  
was more fun.

 Jane: Really, why?
 Mark:  Well, there are 31 rides at Asterix Park.  

Some of them are more exciting than the 
rides at Disneyland Paris. Your little brother 
will like the family rides and you and your 
older brother will enjoy the roller coasters. 
You’ll want to go on the Tonnere de Zeus. 
It’s an amazing ride that takes you up 30 
metres and rides over a beautiful forest. 
Then it goes down at a speed of more than 
80 kilometres per hour.

 Jane:  That sounds frightening. I’ll try it if my 
brother goes with me. My parents won’t 
go on any rides because my mother has 
got a bad back and my father has got heart 
problems. They like seeing shows. Did you 
see any shows there?

 Mark:  Yes, I did. The show which I liked the best 
was the dolphin show. It was great. After 
the show, one of the dolphins kissed me  
on the face. My parents saw some shows  
that they really enjoyed.  

 Jane:  Well, it sounds like we’ll have a great time. 
Thanks. I’ll talk to you when I get back.

A 1. T 2. F 3. F 4. F 5. T

Dialogue

A 1. I’ll never forget
 2. What was so special about it
 3. You won’t believe it
 4. quite an experience
 5. Not at all
 6. It’s amazing

Dictation

A 1. machinery 6. diseases
 2. muscles 7. brain
 3. face 8. neck
 4. back  9. knees
 5. shoulders 10. waste

B a. 5 b. 3 c. 9 d. 8 e. 4
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Writing

 Quick Check

  Have you ever been to Italy? Last	week	I	went to 
Rome and I had a wonderful time. My brother and I 
want to go again next year.

B Answers will vary.
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Time Out
 1. thick neck 4. bad back
 2. thin legs 5. ugly face
 3. big stomach 6. broken bones
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Test Yourself

Vocabulary

A 1. d 2. e 3. c 4. a 5. b

B 1. back 4. brain
 2. disease 5. muscles
 3. heart

Grammar

A 1. who 4. which
 2. that 5. which
 3. where

B 1. who 4. who
 2. which 5. where
 3. where

C 1.  The Louvre is a museum where you can see many 
famous paintings.

 2. I met a girl who showed me around Paris.
 3. We saw the river which flows through Paris.
 4. That is the man who fixed my bike.
 5. Is this the camera which Robert lost?
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